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TRANSONIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 10,PERCENT-THICK




Refinements in a 10-percent-thick supercritical airfoil (airfoil 31) have produced
significant improvements in the drag characteristics compared with those for an earlier
supercritical airfoil (airfoil 12) designed for the same normal-force coefficient of 0.7.
Drag creep was practically eliminated at normal-force coefficients between about 0.4
and 0.7 and was greatly reduced at other normal-force coefficients. _ Substantial reduc-
tions in the drag levels preceding drag divergence were also achieved at all normal-force
coefficients. The Mach numbers at which drag diverges were delayed for airfoil 31 at
normal-force coefficients up to about 0.6 (by approximately 0.01 and 0.02 at normal-force
coefficients of 0.4 and 0.6, respectively) but drag divergence occurred at slightly lower
Mach numbers at higher normal-force coefficients.
k
INTRODUCTION
An airfoil concept developed by Richard T. Whitcomb (refs. 1 and 2) which operates
efficiently over a wide range of lift coefficients in the supercritical or mixed flow condi-
tions of transonic flight has led to significant aerodynamic}advances over the past several
years. A variety of wind-tunnel and flight investigations (refs. 3 to 6) of several airplane
configurations incorporating the supercritical airfoil concept have successfully demon-
strated improvements in aerodynamic performance and maneuver capabilities with
marked potential for both civilian and military application.
The impact on future aircraft design has been an incentive for expanding supercriti-
cal technology by establishing a broad base of systematic experimental data on supercrit-
ical airfoils. (See refs. 7 to12, for example.) Much of the research effort has been
focused on 10-percent-thick airfoils designed for section normal-force C0ef_cients of
about 0.55 (ref. 13) for application to advanced technology transports expected to cruise
near the speed of sound. More recently, a research investigation was undertaken to
develop an airfoil with a somewhat higher design section normal-force coefficient (about
0.70) for application to lower sweep, higher aspect ratio wings envisioned to cruise at
Mach numbers near those of current transports.
CONFIDENTIAL
The purposeof this report is to present the aerodynamiccharacteristics of the
resultant airfoil (designatedas supercritical airfoil 31)andto showthe substantial drag
improvements that are observedwhenthese characteristics are comparedwith those of
an earlier supercritical airfoil (supercritical airfoil 12, circa 1970)designedfor the
samenormal-force coefficient, The relative drag characteristics of the two airfoils are
discussedand attention is called to selectedassociatedpressure distributions.
SYMBOLS
Valuesare given in both SIand U.S.Customary Units. Measurementsandcalcula-
tions are madein U.S. Customary Units.
Cp pressure coefficient, Pl - Pooqoo
Cp,sonic pressure coefficient corresponding to local Machnumber of 1.0
C chord of airfoil, 63.5 centimeters (25.0 inches)
c d section drag coefficient, _ C_l -_
Wake
ACd, s
point drag coefficient (ret. 14)
drag increment due to shock wave losses
C m
an
section pitching-moment coefficient about the quarter-chord point,
1 u
section normal-force coefficient, Z Cp --_ - _ Cp --_
1 u
K surface curvature, reciprocal of local radius of curvature
M Mach number
2 C_NFIDE_




static pressure, newtons per meter2 (pounds per foot 2)
total-pressure loss, newtons per meter 2 (pounds per foot 2)
dynamic pressure, newtons per meter 2 (pounds per foot 2)
R Reynolds number based on airfoil chord
X
Y
ordinate along airfoil reference line measured from airfoil leading edge,
centimeters (inches)
ordinate normal to airfoil reference line, centimeters (inches)




geometric angle of attack of airfoil reference line, degrees








The supercritical airfoil basic Concept and detailed design philosophy are discussed
in reference 2.
_ _,m.-,-,-,..-...a___: 3
Background.- During initial phasesof the two-dimensional supercritical airfoil
developmentprogram, emphasiswas placedupondevelopingan airfoil with the highest
drag divergence Machnumber attainable at a normal-force coefficient of 0.7. The
normal-force coefficient of 0.7 was chosenas the designgoal since, whenaccountwas
taken of the sweepeffect, it was representative of lift coefficients at which the advanced
technologynear-sonic transports utilizing the supercritical airfoil conceptwere then
expectedto cruise. These initial phasesresulted in supercritical airfoil 11which has
beenreported in reference 9. This airfoil exhibited an undesirable creep or gradual
increase in the variation of drag coefficient with Machnumber of about 14counts (cd
increment of 0.0014) between M = 0.50 and the drag divergent Mach number at the
design normal-force coefficient.
Subsequent design studies of advanced technology transport configurations suggested
that the near-sonic cruise lift coefficient requirements would be somewhat lower than
originally anticipated. Consequently, the improved supercritical airfoil 26a (ref. 13)
was developed with a design normal-force coefficient of about 0.55. The wind-tunnel
tests required for this airfoil also provided the opportunity to explore the drag creep
problem noted with airfoil 11. Airfoil 26a had no drag creep at normal-force coefficients
up to about 0.6 and the drag divergence Mach number varied from approximately 0.82 at
a normal-force coefficient of 0.30 to 0.78 at a normal-force coefficient of 0.80. As dis-
cussed in reference 13, these improved drag creep characteristics were largely attrib-
uted to a more favorable flow recompression over the forward upper surface and the
elimination of a region of overexpansion near the three-quarter-chord station.
Recent emphasis on fuel economy has generated considerable interest in a fuel-
conserving aircraft envisioned to cruise at Mach numbers near those of current trans-
ports. Such an aircraft could utilize supercritical airfoil technology to achieve weight
and drag reductions by permitting the use of thicker wings with higher aspect ratios and
less sweep. Because the wings with higher aspect ratio would require airfoils with
design normal-force coefficients higher than 0.55, a wind-tunnel program was initiated to
develop an airfoil with a design normal-force coefficient of about 0.70 without incurring
the troublesome drag creep problem of the earlier airfoil 11.
In order to apply the drag creep improvements of airfoil 26a, it was used as the
starting point in extending the design normal-force coefficient to 0.70. Initially, the
location of maximum thickness above the reference line (upper surface thickness) was
moved forward from 0.40c to 0.38c and the rear of the airfoil (both upper and lower sur-
faces) was displaced downward by an amount which varied from 0.0c at the new position of
maximum upper surface thickness to 0.01c at the trailing edge; thereby the aft camber
was increased. Moving the position of upper surface maximum thickness forward by
0.02c simply compressed axially the forward upper surface and maintained the same
general family resemblence to airfoil 26a.
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In addition to the aforementionedchanges,several experimental modifications were
necessary during the inYestigationbefore arriving at the final configuration (airfoil 31).
These modifications consisted of small curvature variations near the upper surface
.... leading edgeto control better the developmentof supersonic flow in this region and over
the forward lower surface to flatten the forward lower surface pressure distribution.
Wind-tunnel models.- Geometric characteristics of airfoil 31 are shownin fig-
ures 1to 3 and measuredsection Coordinatesare presented in table I. Airfoil 12,also
defined in figures 1 to 3 andtable I, differs very little fromairfoil 11 (ref. 13)and has
beenselected as a basis of comparison becausedata-wereavailable over a wider range
of off-design conditions than were available for airfoil 11.
The most significant dissimilarities over the forward region of the two airfoils
are the reduced leading-edgeradius (fig. 1) andmodified curvatu/'e distribution (fig. 3)
of airfoil 31. Over the rear region, airfoil 31has increased aft camber (fig. 1), reduced
trailing-edge declivity (fig. 2), andreduced surface curvatures over the rearmost 35per-
cent of the upper surface and generally over the rearmost 50percent of the lower sur-
face. Irregularities in the upper surface curvature distribution of airfoil 31 around the
10-percent-chord line are believed to accountfor small irregularities observed in the
upper surface pressure distribution in this region for sometest conditions. Small sur-
face irregularities are greatly exaggeratedwhenexaminedfrom the standpointof local
curvature, however, and thesesurface irregularities are not discernible in the slope dis-
tribution of figure 2. Both airfoils includeda trailing-edge cavity (see the insert in fig. 1
: andthe photographsof fig. 4) which had a favorable effect on the wakeas discussed in
reference 9.
To simplify comparisons betweensupercritical airfoils, it hasbeenthe custom to
- present co0rdifiates relative to a commonreference line rather than the standard method
__ of defini,_ airfoils relative to a reference line connectingthe leading and trailing edges.
Presenting airfoil 12and 31coordinates in this manner introduces a discrepancy in angle
of attack as conventionally defined. If this discrepancy, which amountsto approximately
0.23o, were taken into account, a curve of normal-force coefficient as a function of angle
of attack for airfoil 31would haveto be displaced 0.23° in the positive angle-of-attack
direction relative to airfoil 12.
The wind-tunnel models, mountedin an inverted position, spannedthe width of the
tunnel with a span-chord ratio of 3.43. Theywere constructed with metal leading and
trailing edgesandwith a metal core aroundwhich plastic fill was usedto form the con-
tours of the airfoils. Angle of attack was changedmanually by rotating the model about
pivots in the tunnel side walls. A photographand a drawing of one of the airfoils installed
in the tunnel are shownin figures 4 and 5, respectively.
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Wind Tunnel
The investigation was conducted in the Langley 8-foot transonic pressure tunnel
(ref. 15). This tunnel is a continuous-flow, variable-pressure wind tunnel with controls
that permit the independent variation of Mach number, stagnation pressure and tempera-
ture, and dewpoint. It has a 2.16-meter-square (85.2-inch-square) test section with
filleted corners so that the total cross-sectional area is equivalent to that of a
2.44-meter-diameter (8-foot-diameter) circle. The upper and lower test-section walls
are axially slotted to permit testing through the transonic speed range. The total slot
width at the position of the model averaged about 5 percent of the width of the upper and
lower walls.
The solid side walls and slotted upper and lower walls make this tunnel well suited
to the investigation of two-dimensional models since the side walls act as end plates and
the slots permit development of the flow field in the vertical direction.
Boundary-Layer Transition
Based on the technique discussed in reference 16, boundary-layer transition was
fixed along the 28-percent chord line on the upper and lower surfaces of the models in
an attempt to simulate the full-scale Reynolds numbers shown in figure 6 by providing
the same relative trailing-edge boundary-layer-displacement thickness at model scale
as would exist at full-scale flight conditions. The simulation technique, which requires
that laminar flow be maintained ahead of the transition trip, is limited on the upper
surface to those test conditions in which shock waves or steep adverse pressure gradi-
ents occur behind the point of fixed transition so that the flow is not tripped prematurely.
Full-scale simulation on the lower surface would be valid through the Mach number
range of the investigation since laminar flow can be maintained ahead of the trip for all
conditions. The transition trips consisted of 0.25-cm-wide (0.10-in.) bands of No. 90
carborundum grains.
Measurements
Surface-pressure measurements.- Normal force and pitching moments acting on
the airfoils were determined from surface static-pressure measurements. The surface-
pressure measurements were obtained from a chordwise row of orifices located approx-
imately 0.32c from the tunnel center line. Orifices were more concentrated near the
leading and trailing edges of the airfoil to define the pressure gradients in these regions.
In addition, a rearward facing orifice was included in the cavity at the trailing edge
(identified at an upper surface x/c location of 1.00). Actual orifice locations are
included in table If. The transducers used in the differential pressure scanning valves
to measure the static pressure at the airfoil surface hada range of ±68.9kN/m 2
(10 lb/in2).
Wake measurements.- Drag forces were determined from vertical variations of
the total and static pressures measured across the wake with the profile drag rake
shown in figure 5(b). The profiles, schematically illustrated in figure 7, represent the
momentum losses as indicated by stagnation-pressure deficits across the wake. The
middle section of these profiles reflects viscous and separation losses in the boundary
layer, whereas the "wings" of the profile reflect direct losses in stagnation pressure
across the shock waves.
The rake was positioned in the vertical center-lineplane of the tunnel, approxi-
mately I chord length rearward of the trailingedge of the airfoil. The total-pressure
tubes were flattenedhorizontallyand closely spaced vertically (0.36percent of the air-
foilchord) in the region of the wake associated with skin-frictionboundary-layer losses.
Outside this region, the tube vertical spacing progressively widened until in the region
above the wing where only shock losses were anticipated,the total-pressure tubes were
spaced apart about 7.2 percent of the chord. Static-pressure tubes were distributedas
shown in figure 5(b). Each static pressure measured was used over a section of the
rake to determine local flow conditions in the vicinity of the static-pressure tube rather
than using an average of all the static pressures measured. The rake was attached to
the conventional center-line sting mount of the tunnel; this arrangement permitted it to
be moved vertically to center the close concentration of tubes in the boundary-layer
wake. The transducer in the differentiai-pressure scanning valve connected to total-
pressure tubes intended to measure boundary-layer losses had a range of ±17.2 kN/m 2
(2.5 lb/in2), and the transducers in the valves for measuring shock losses and static
pressure had a range of ±6.9 kN/m 2 (1 ib/in2).
Reduction of Data
Calculation of Cn and c m.- Section normal-force and pitching-moment coeffi-
cients were obtained by numerical integration (based on the trapezoidal method) of the
local surface-pressure coefficient measured at each orifice multiplied by an appropriate
weighting factor (incremental area).
Calculation of cd.- To obtain section drag coefficients, point drag coefficients
were computed for each total-pressure measurement in the wake by using the procedure
of reference 14. These point drag coefficients were then summed by numerical integra-
tion across the wake, again based on the trapezoidal method. Drag increments due to
shock wave losses (ACd, s) were determined from integration of the drag measured
across the wings (fig. 7) of the wake profile.
Wind-Tunnel-Wall Effects
Two major types of wind-tunnel-wall interference effects which may be treated
separately are solid andwake blockageat zero lift andlift-induced interference.
According to reference 17,blockageeffects are theoretically small for this particular
model-tunnel configuration (Machnumber correction would be on the order of 0.003at
M = 0.80); consequently, no corrections have been applied to the data to account for
blockage effects. Lift interference manifests itself as an effective upward inclination
(relative to the tunnel center line) of the stream approaching the inverted model. Ref-
erence 17 indicates that this flow angularity is proportional to the amount of lift gener-
ated by the model and would result in the aerodynamic angle of attack being less than
the measured geometric angle of attack. Experience has indicated, however, that the
correction required to account for lift-interference effect is generally much smaller
than would be predicted by the theory of reference 17. Because of this uncertainty and
since the forces and moments were obtained by surface-pressure and wake measure-
meats which would be unaffected by angular corrections, the uncorrected geometric
angles of attack are used in the results presented herein. Data comparisons are made
on the basis of equal normal-force coefficient rather than angle of attack.
T EST CONDITIONS
Tests were conducted at Mach numbers from 0.50 to 0.82 for a stagnation pressure
of 0.1013 MN/m 2 (1 aim). The stagnation temperature of the tunnel air was automati-
cally controlled at approximately 322 K (120 ° F) and the air was dried until the dewpoint
in the test section was reduced sufficiently to avoid condensation effects. Resultant test
Reynolds numbers based on the airfoil chord length are as shown in figure 6. Based on
flat-plate skin-friction losses and assuming laminar flow to the point of fixed transition,
the variation in Reynolds number indicated in figure 6 would produce an estimated
decrease in drag of approximately 2 counts (cd increment of 0.0002) between M -- 0.50
and M = 0.80. This variation in drag with Mach number has not been taken into account
in the data presented herein.
PRESENTATION OF RESULTS
The experimental data reported herein are presented in the following figures:
Figure
Force and moment characteristics ................ 8
Variation of section drag coefficient with Mach number ..... 9
Drag increment due to shock-wave losses ............ 10
...... _1_ -- - m
























In addition to the graphical presentation of chordwise pressure distributions, the
pressure distributions for airfoil 31 are presented in table II, Surface pressure distri-
butions of airfoil 12 are presented in reference 13.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Normal-Force and Pitching-Moment Characteristics
If the previously discussed angle-of-attack increment due to the choice of refer-
ence line for the two airfoils were taken into account, the curve of normal-force coeffi-
cient as a function of angle of attack for airfoil 31 in figure 8 would be displaced in the
positive angle-of-attack direction by about 0.23 o relative to airfoil 12. The remaining
difference between the normal-force curves for the two airfoils would be due to the
increased camber of airfoil 31. With this in mind, figure 8 does indicate that because
of its greater aft camber, airfoil 31 generated more lift (larger normal-force coefficient)
than airfoil 12 through the range of test conditions. The differences in pitching moment
between the two airfoils varied with both Mach number and normal-force coefficient but
was generally less than 0.01.
Drag Characteristics
The drag characteristics of the two airfoils may be divided into three primary
areas of interest: first, relative drag levels at the lowest test Mach number (M = 0.50);
second, drag-creep characteristics; and third, drag-divergence characteristics. The
term drag creep is used herein to denote the gradual increase of drag coefficient as Mach
number increases between M = 0.50 and the drag divergence Mach number at a given
normal-force coefficient.
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Drag characteristics at M = 0.50.- Figure 9 indicates substantially reduced drag
levels for airfoil 31 at Mach numbers below drag divergence through the range of normal-
force coefficients. At M = 0.50, the lower drag level of airfoil 31 is related to reduced
momentum losses within the boundary layer due to less adverse pressure gradients over
the airfoil. As shown in figure 11, several regions of reduced adverse pressure gradient
which influence boundary-layer development are identifiable. On the upper surface there
was a reduction in the magnitude of the leading-edge pressure peak (less negative pres-
sure coefficient) due to the combined effects of smaller leading-edge radius and less
positive geometric angle of attack required to achieve the same normal-force coefficient
as with airfoil 12. A similar reduction in the leading-edge negative pressure coefficient
occurs on the lower surface (see fig. ll(b)) at low normal-force coefficients. Reduced
adverse pressure gradients may also be noted in the upper surface trailing-edge pres-
sure recovery and on the shoulder of the lower surface (around the 65-percent chord
line) leading into the lower surface cusp; both are attributable to reduced surface curva-
tures in these regions. (See fig. 3.) Overall, there was a more gradual pressure recom-
pression on the upper surface of airfoil 31 from the leading-edge peak to the trailing
edge, whereas on airfoil 12 there was an expansion or acceleration of the flow around the
80-percent chord line that resulted in a more negative pressure coefficient from which
the flow must recover.
Drag creep.- As the Mach number increases beyond 0.50 at cn = 0.4, airfoil 31
maintains an approximately 8- to 12-percent lower drag level than airfoil 12. (See
fig. 9.) The drag creep characteristics of the two airfoils appear to be similar except
for the delay in drag divergence Mach number of about 0.01 for airfoil 31. The gradual
increase in drag coefficient starting at about M = 0.60 and continuing until drag diver-
gence was due to increased viscous losses in the boundary layer since there were no dis-
cernible shock losses (fig. 10) until about M = 0.80. Data are not available on airfoil 12
for comparison with airfoil 31 at normal-force coefficients much below 0.4 but the drag
creep of airfoil 31 appears to be greater at Cn = 0.3 than at Cn = 0.4, The more pro-
nounced drag creep at Cn = 0.3 than at 0.4 was due to the sharper peak pressure dis-
tribution over the forward lower surface associated with the lower angle of attack. Com-
pare, for example, figure 12(a) with figure 12(c) and figure 13(a) with figure 13(c).
At normal-force coefficients between 0.4 and 0.7, drag creep has been practically
eliminated on airfoil 31 because of the improved recompression over the forward upper
surface and suppression of the flow expansion near the 80-percent chord line. (See, for
example, figs. 14(e) and 15(e).)
At a normal-force coefficient of 0.7, a peak begins to appear in the drag at
M = 0.70 (fig. 9) and becomes more pronounced as the normal force increases beyond
0.70. This peak is due to the appearance and subsequent strengthening of the shock wave
in the forward upper surface recompression (figs. 10 and 13) and to the effect of these
shock waves on the boundary layer.
Although drag creep has not been entirely eliminated on airfoil 31 at the higher
normal-force coefficients, the magnitude has been reduced substantially below that of
airfoil 12. The falloff in drag after M = 0.70 for airfoil 31 may be better understood
by comparing the pressure distributions for M = 0.70 (fig. 13(g)) and M = 0.76
(fig. 15(f)). Between M = 0.70 and M = 0.76, the character of the flow changes from a
type with leading-edge peak followed by an abrupt recompression near the le_ding edge to
a type where the leading-edge peak is lower and the shock is moved well to the rear.
Even though the strength of the shock does not change significantly, as indicated by fig-
ure 10, the reduced pressure jump across the shock combined with the more rearward
location apparently produces a less adverse shock--boundary-layer interaction with a
corresponding reduction in overall drag.
The overall improvements in viscous losses in the boundary layer for airfoil 31
due to less adverse pressure gradients and shockmboundary-layer interactions are also
indicated by the fact that the difference in shock losses between the two airfoils (fig. 10)
do not account for the difference in total drag at Mach numbers greater than 0.70.
Drag divergence.- The Mach numbers at which drag diverges were delayed for air-
foil 31 at normal-force coefficients up to about 0.6 (by approximately 0.01 at Cn 0.4
and 0.02 at C'n = 0.6) but occurred earlier at higher normal-force coefficients. (See
fig. 9.)
The pressure distributions for M = 0.79 shown in figures 18(b), 18(c), and 18(d)
illustrate the reason for the delay in drag divergence for airfoil 31 at the lower normal-
force coefficients. At this particular Mach number the curvature distribution over the
rear upper surface of airfoil 12 accelerated the flow into a second supersonic pocket at
the 80-percent chord line with attendant shock-wave development. (See fig. 10.) The
reduced upper surface curvature over the rearmost 35 percent of airfoil 31 (fig. 3)
greatly suppresses this zone of supersonic flow and thus delays drag divergence.
At normal-force coefficients greater than about 0.6, the increased upper surface
curvature over the midchord region of airfoil 31 (fig. 3(a)) produces a more rapid rear-
ward movement of the shock wave than for airfoil 12 and results in earlier drag diver-
gence. The pressure distributions for M = 0.78 and a normal-force coefficient of
approximately 0.8 (fig. 17(f)), for example, show higher local induced velocities over the
midchord region of airfoil 31 with the shock wave in a more rearward location. As Mach
number increases from 0.78 to 0.79 (fig. 18(f)), the shock wave on airfoil 31 moves fur-
ther rearward and begins to merge with the trailing-edge pressure recovery with rapid
increases in drag. Figure 18(f) also shows the flow expanding ahead of the shock on air-
foil 31; thus, the flow enters the shockat a higher local Mach numberwith greater shock
losses (fig. 10).
The trade-off betweenreduceddrag levels preceding drag divergencethrough the
range of normal-force coefficients and reduceddrag divergenceMach numbers at the
higher normal-force coefficients (fig. 9) calls attention to the compromises which are
sometimes necessary in the designof airfoils for practical applications over a range of
operating conditions.
CONCLUDINGREMARKS
Refinements in a 10-percent-thick supercritical airfoil (airfoil 31)haveproduced
significant improvements in the drag characteristics comparedwith an earlier super-
critical airfoil (airfoil 12)designedfor the samenormal-force coefficient (0.7). Drag
creep was practically eliminated at normal-force coefficients betweenabout0.4 and0.7
and greatly reducedat other normal-force coefficients. Substantialreductions in the
drag levels preceding drag divergencewere also achieved at all normal-force coeffi-
cients. The Machnumbers at which drag diverges were delayedfor airfoil 31 at normal-
force coefficients up to about0.6 (by approximately 0.01and0.02 at normal-force coeffi-
cients of 0.4 and 0.6, respectively) but occurred slightly lower at higher normal-force
coefficients.
Langley ResearchCenter,
National Aeronautics and SpaceAdministration,
Hampton,Va., January 22, 1975.
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TABLE I.- SECTION COORDINATES
= 63.5 cm (25 in.); airfoil 12 has a leading-edge radius
of 0.0212c; airfoil 31 has an upper surface leading-edge














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE II.- SURFACE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS FOR SUPERCRITICAL AIRFOIL 31
(a) a = -I. 9°
CTJ AT -
UPPER SURFACE
0._00 1.063 {.084 [.[[_ [.[35 l.[63
.OOZ ,513 .593 ,69L ,167 .750
.011 -.0_0 .02Z ,162 .[80 .2[4
• 015 -,166 -.091 -.006 .069 .069
°_9 -°ZS/ -*Z60 -,18g -.175 -.t68
.064 -.Z93 -.ZT_ -,Z56 -.Z36 -,ZI3
.069 -,309 -.Z98 -,276 -.Z66 -°ZSO
• 09b -.369 -,369 -,354 -.364 -,336
.161 -._ZO -.325 -,_]C -.]30 -°328
[99 -.3Z5 °.33L -.363 -.350 -.35Z
.26U -.JZ? -.331 -.36C -._7Z -.374
.L_B -.3ZO -,330 -.33Z -.350 -.354
._68 -.315 -,33_ -,355 -.369 -,376
.J_ -.3Zl -,335 -.363 -,387 -.39/
,668 -._Z9 -.36? -.376 -.397 -.410
.697 -.3Z9 -.366 -°37_ -.396 -.4|0
.567 -°366 -.365 -,397 -.623 -.66[
.599 -.365 -.366 -,40Z -.636 -.663
.668 -.348 -.36_ -,40Z -.430 -.652
.679 -.J61 -.381 -,63[ -.4bZ -.679
°750 -.369 -.J99 -.662 -.4_6 -.500
.7_9 °.379 -._05 -°446 -.476 -.693
o8_8 -.3fl -.38_ -.6[7 -.637 -.441
.B99 -.3Z5 -.3Zd -.364 -.343 -.336
.950 -.lTg -.[6_ -.145 -,133 -.117
• 96_ -,1t3 -.09_ -,068 -.049 -.04Z
.980 -.068 -.050 -,02C -.0[0 ,OOZ
._89 -.029 -.011 ,016 ,OZ6 .036
1°000 .OUT .OZZ .041 .067 .058
LOWER SURFACE
[.[51 [.[SZ 1.[62 [.162 1.t66 0.000
.755 .781 .785 .791 .797 .002
.Z39 .256 .268 .ZRO .283 °01[
.086 .L19 .118 .[66 .166 °015
-.[Z5 -.[05 -.ORq -.090 -.07[ °OZg
-.[9Z -.168 -.16[ -.162 -,165 .064
-.Z39 -.Z25 -°2ZI -.ZO[ -.[96 .069
-.362 -.325 -.329 -,324 -.310 °098
-.3Z5 -.3Z0 -.319 -.3L7 -.315 .|67
-.349 -.354 -.356 -,350 -.365 .199
-,375 -.376 -.379 -,380 -.374 .2_8
-.356 -. 36Z -°362 -°354 -.369 ,Z98
-.390 -.395 -.398 -,397 -°3qZ .348
-.410 -.615 -.6Z7 -.633 -,65t ,399
-.630 -.660 -.647 -.662 -.667 .668
-.63l -.460 -.66_ -°692 -.688 .697
-.663 -,678 -.691 -.69Z -,696 .567
-°674 -.6B9 -.526 -.518 -.527 .599
-.478 -,685 -.530 -.551 -.550 ,668
-.517 -,536 -°SZq -.588 -°590 °_99
-°560 -,588 -.b[6 -°653 -°661 .750
-.531 -.552 -.670 -o716 -.7ZT .799
-.650 -.642 -.631 -.696 -.673 °868
-.325 -.3t4 -.Z98 -.261 -._Z8 .899
-.105 -.090 -.OBZ -.068 -.065 ,950
-.036 -.019 -.017 -.016 -.019 .969
.010 ,019 .OZO .013 °003 ,980
.063 .049 °064 *034 °019 .989












-.065 -,006 .CZO .027
-.343 -°366 -.]67 -.333
-.685 -.583 -.57[ -,574
-.565 -.627 -.703 -.736
-.47! -.577 -.606 -.646
-.618 -.486 -.517 -.556
-.394 -.661 -.698 -.529
-.369 -.4[6 -,668 -.501
-.J22 -°367 -,396 -.619
-,306 -.363 -,388 -.60[
-,313 -.366 -.386 -.608
-.307 -.368 -.376 -o410
.600 -._38 -.Z68 -,298 -,326 -.356
.650 -.226 -.Z60 -.289 -.321 -°335
,501 -.Lll -.L33 -.Z6g -.286 -.297
.551 -.[_0 -.ZI3 -.260 -,Z5Z -,261
°bOO -._60 -.15b -.166 -.159 -.167
.850 -.D25 -.046 -.032 -.016 -.014
.700 .L_2 .107 .[36 .[69 .156
.751 ,Z37 .ZZ5 .Z52 .256 .275
.80l .3UB ._03 .33l .344 .356
.85Z ,375 .373 .396 .609 .404
.901 ,6ZI .403 ,6_6 .651 .449
.930 ,_13 .605 ,632 °636 .465
•969 .394 .397 .613 .430 .613
,967 .339 .36L ,3_C .392 ,396
•990 .dO8 .205 .225 °263 .Z69
• 998 .003 °001 .0|7 .030 ,OZ6
.036 .063 .097 .069 .[03 .007
-.300 -.281 -.271 -.235 -.ZZO .011
-,555 -.58l -.SZl -°695 -°666 .020
-.739 -.737 -.706 -.695 -.665 .030
-.725 -.766 -.762 -.7|9 -.7_3 .046
-,611 -.b6l -.677 -°666 -.660 .068
-.577 -.583 -,601 -.651 -.666 .[00
-.552 -,602 -°630 -.6Z2 -.666 .150
-,_63 -,503 -.601 -.666 -.6_I .200
-.63Z -,619 -,371 -.661 -.659 .ZSO
-.446 -°463 -.459 -°579 -°666 .300
-,655 -.475 -.50l -.631 -.652 .369
-.377 -.379 -.388 -.39g -.632 .600
-.J66 -°354 -.363 -.36_ -.291 ,450
-,314 -.304 -.315 -.320 -.292 .501
-,276 -.261 -°275 -.265 -.280 .551
-.176 -.160 -.E63 -.16L -._57 °600
-.0[6 -.006 -°007 ,005 ,014 ,650
.15Z .160 ,166 .176 .183 °700
.263 .ZBl .290 .Z98 .306 ,751
.348 .35b .366 .388 .383 .80_
.606 .?ZO .625 ,656 .651 .852
.651 °655 ,668 .497 .697 ,90I
.65& °457 .673 .689 .683 ,930
.624 .659 .653 .&6_ .665 ,969
.398 .605 .413 .619 .623 ,967
.Z68 .260 .Z64 °Z61 .256 .990
.026 .038 ,036 .023 .009 ,998
TABLEII SURFACEPRESSUREDISTRIBUTIONS FORSUPERCRITICALAIRFOIL 31 Continued
(b)a = -0 9°
CP AT -
X_F- _ H=j_5J _ M=_6_ _ M=_0 ] M=_4 _ M=_b _ M=_?_ _ _=_78 _ _=_9 _ M_8_ _ _=_ _ _=_°_Z _ X/c
UPPER SURFACE
0.000 1.OlZ 1.Ug8 t.137 1.[53 [.159
• O_Z .22Z °_Ot .k52 .527 ,550
°Oll -,326 -.L?6 -.163 -.08U -.046
.0L5 -*_Zb -°404 -.276 -°Z06 -.169
°02g -.536 -.504 -,qS! -.39L -.390
°744 -°49L -.680 -,66| -.64l -.426
.069 -.46? -.46? -.65L -°444 -.427
°098 -.615 -.481 -.507 -.530 -,532
.L47 -.42l -.636 -.458 -.668 -.467
.L_ -.606 -°432 -.649 -.45? -,478
°Z48 -,3_3 -°606 -.44q -.469 --.485
.Z_ -.3_0 -.40l -.4ZC -.634 -.467
.3_d -.369 -°600 -°426 -.443 -.665
.39_ -.30_ -.398 -°631 -.655 --°673
.44_ -.372 -.400 -.630 -°663 -.482
.697 -.364 -.395 -.63t -.455 -,677
.547 -,315 -.401 -.467 -.676 -.503
.599 -.37Z -.403 -.64q -.476 -.505
• b_ -.37L -.401 -.660 -.674 -.504
.699 -°_84 -.617 -.463 -.699 -.530
.75!) -,393 -.42? -.4tO -.506 -.565
./99 -.399 -.62g -.472 -._95 -°521
°B43 -.376 -°406 -°433 -.646 -,457
°_g9 -.328 -.346 -.352 -.3_7 -.34L
.950 -.109 -.177 -.152 -.130 ~,L19
.g&_ -,tOd -.LOL -.075 -°053 -,066
• 9_3 -._6_ -.055 -.028 -.OLO -,008
°989 -.OZ6 -.019 .009 .023 .02L
L.O00 .006 .d13 .034 °039 .043
LCWER SURFACE
1.170 t.L?6 [.|13 l,L?9 E.182 0.000
.589 .613 .622 .637 .659 .002
.000 °OZ6 .050 .0?9 °lLO .0|1
-.135 -.Ll6 -.097 -°06q -.037 .015
-.356 -°325 -°)03 -.267 -.246 °029
-.605 -.383 -.357 -°36L -.309 .044
-.4L8 -.401 -.398 -.3?5 -.331 .069
-.527 -,521 -.516 -.695 -.666 .09B
-.484 -.682 -.466 -°65q -.465 .167
-.685 -.683 -.68| -.678 -.456 .lq9
-.497 -,506 -.507 -.512 -*503 .Z6B
-°448 -.492 -o518 -.516 -.509 ,298
-.4?6 -.6?8 -°668 -.478 -.693 .36B
-.494 -.535 -,52? -.48q -.506 °399
-.513 -.500 -.559 -.535 -.510 .648
_4gg -°563 -.Sgl -.586 -.561 .69?
-,540 -.528 -.58_ -,596 -.585 °567
-.566 -°573 -,580 -.621 -.592 .59g
-.53l -.Sql -.582 -.653 -.666 °648
-.564 -.576 -.6ZO -.682 -.6?5 .699
-°602 -.62L -.67| -.7Z4 -.7_5 .750
-.553 -.593 -.68q -.802 -.810 .799
-.655 -.663 -.610 -.605 -.67Z ,848
-°325 -.312 -.288 -°ZSL -.206 .899
-,L06 -,095 -.086 -.069 -.07| °950
-.035 -.027 -.022 -.021 -.036 .969
°005 .007 °008 .005 -.OZ3 .980
.032 °033 °030 ,026 -.009 o989
.066 .044 ,O_i ,034 .003 1°000
• 007 ._86 .Z80 .264 .Z7g .276
.011 .026 .01_ -.013 -.038 -.028
.OZ_ -.175 -,180 -,216 -.Z35 -.254
• 030 -.Z_ -,Z56 -.336 -.363 -.383
°O_6 -.224 --,262 -.310 -.362 -.361
• 0_ -.219 -.Z53 -.295 -.318 -.333
.lO0 -.228 -.Z37 -.300 -.320 -,365
.150 -.2_0 -.ZSb -._02 -.3t5 -.332
°_O0 -.210 -.23_ -.Z86 -.302 -,316
.ZSO -*21_ -+_32 -.Z69 -,Z86 -,303
.300 -.2UO -.2[Z -°258 -.Z81 -.Zq3
°J_9 -.ZO_ -.2Z5 -.263 -.289 -.30Z
+600 -.lSB -.L93 -.Z37 -,256 -.265
.650 --|_ -.200 -.265 -.Z48 -.267
.50L -.183 -.LBZ -.Zlq -.2ZT -.266
• 551 -.170 -.176 -.200 -.213 -.213
-.120 -,lZ6 -.[35 -.L32 -.135.600
.650 -o020 -,00_ -.OOg
.?00 .L26 .146 .158
• 751 o2J2 .258 ,Z84
•_0| .8_6 .353 .369
,852 .39d .617 .440
.90[ .630 ,455 .gT_
°930 .415 .437 .657
.949 .39i .417 .660
,967 .387 .3?7 °393
°990 .Lq3 .2[5 .234












.288 .276 .2qO ,273 .Z63 .007
-.037 -.046 -.038 -.032 -.066 .01[
-,254 -.261 -.276 -.278 -.284 .020
-.396 -.603 -.414 -°620 -.6_9 .030
-.386 -.600 -.619 -.663 -.650 .066
-.353 -°36? -.376 -.389 -.616 .068
-.367 -.377 -,388 -.605 -°639 .100
-.360 -.387 -.603 -.428 -.693 .150
-.332 -.346 -.366 -.390 -.631 .200
-.327 -.363 -.360 -°315 -.613 .250
-.310 -.314 -.336 -,345 -.370 .300
-.329 -.348 -.369 -o391 -o655 .369
-.286 -.302 -.313 -.318 -°352 ._00
-.273 -.292 -.312 -o311 -.338 .650
-.Z51 -.Z62 -.277 -.280 -.299 .501
-.226 -.226 -.231 -.237 -.269 .551
-.L67 -°137 -.160 -.i64 -.150 .600
,009 °009 .008 ,019 °006 .650
.176 .180 ,182 .lB2 .|83 .700
o297 .305 .307 .313 .301 .TSl
.383 .388 4892 .399 .389 ,801
• 653 .456 .662 ,463 .656 .85Z
.697 .50Z .508 .507 .497 .90L
.49_ .685 .487 .695 °68T .930
.463 ._78 .673 .475 .67| .969
• 418 .620 .421 .626 .616 .967
.256 .Z61 .Z60 . 262 .239 °990
.OL? .Oil .OOB .009 -.036 .998
_IIIIIBIJ_I_ "_ 19
TABLEI1.- SURFACEPRESSUREDISTRIBUTIONS FORSUPERCRITICALAIRFOIL 31 - Continued
(c) a = -0 4_
CP AT -
X/C I ...... _ j M=O.6J I M=J.,O J M=O.74 1M=O.7b l M=0.77 1M=0.7, I M=0.79 M=O.BO I M=0.S[ I ,.0.82 1X/E
UPPER SU_FAC_
U.O30 1.053 [.agz l.139 1.149 1.155
• JO_ .0_1 .1_9 .320 .398 .447
• OIL -._02 -._ll +.300 -.206 -.164
.015 -.5_ -°506 -.6[B -,332 -.299
,029 -.bib -.626 -.58_ -.569 -,5L5
• O_4 -.>_I -.593 -,571 -.576 -,546
.069 -°SZb -.5J7 -.542 -.5_4 -,538
.098 -,532 -.562 -.593 -.604 -,623
• 147 -._71 -.69_ -,517 -.537 -.568
°Lg9 -._27 -.653 -._q6 -.526 -,534
• 26_ -.414 -.435 -.674 -.517 -,5)B
._98 -.6|| -.462 -,_8! -.485 -°496
.3_8 -.606 +.423 -.667 -.489 -.50B
°J99 -.399 -.428 -._7C -.494 -.515
._8 -.3_b -.42J -.462 -.498 -.52L
.49t -.385 -.409 -.661 -.482 -,509
• 5_I -.390 -o42_ -.472 -.502 -.533
.59_ -._4 -.4L5 -.666 -._99 -°52B
.6_ -.JSL -.41_ -.4bO -.696 -.52t
._9 -.Jg] -.42_ -.67_ -.SIZ -.54_
.tSO -.600 -._35 +.684 -.522 -.562
.799 -.60_ -,_34 -.677 -.502 -.526
• 86_ -,}05 -.406 -.660 -.451 -.459
• d99 -.$29 -.]_Z -.369 -.34J -.339
• _50 -°170 -.[6J -.L49 -.L33 -.[_0
.9o9 -.105 -.096 -.07L -.055 -.045
• 98d -.059 -.053 -.025 -.OlO -.OlO
• 989 -+0_3 -.dLl .3C_ o018 .023
L_O00 .003 .OL_ .028 .038 .03B
LOWER SURFACE
|.169 1.[75 1.179 ].182 I.X87 0.000
.48B .517 ,539 .574 .603 .002
-,lib -.076 -+056 -.023 .034 .Oil
-.240 -.234 -.168 -.144 -.107 .015
-.465 -.44L -°4LL -.382 -.326 .OZ?
-.509 -.679 -.470 -.438 -.4_3 °0_4
-°520 -.490 -.483 -.430 -.418 .06?
-.625 -,605 -.577 -.553 -.522 .098
-.55| -.59B -.586 -.556 -.538 .14T
-°545 -.557 -.563 -.552 -,546 .Igg
-.559 -.572 -.572 -°559 -°544 .248
-.566 -.571 -.580 -.580 -.562 .298
-.516 -°474 -.540 -.554 -.559 .34B
-.575 -.560 -.563 -.561 -.569 .399
-.554 -.590 -.562 -°594 -.566 .648
-.553 -.609 -.608 -.594 -.6L4 .497
-.559 -.611 -.609 -.6_5 -.607 .547
-.580 -.585 -.644 -.646 -,642 .599
-.SbO -,592 -.676 -.666 -,67[ .648
-.572 -.600 -.707 -°6B? -.707 .699
-.620 -.635 -.742 -.769 -.756 .750
-.562 -.5B3 -.720 -.B19 -.834 .799
-,454 -.441 -.3Bg -.383 -.409 .848
-.325 -°308 -.266 -.223 -.lql .B99
-.|05 -.Og 7 -.0 ?5 -.066 -°OBO .950
-.034 -.031 -.019 -.026 +-.051 .969
• 004 .005 °002 -.000 -.041 .980
°027 .028 .023 °029 -.03[ .g09
























































,_92 ,Jqg .39L .390
• 121 .LZq .L09 .094
-.OB5 -.084 -.124 -.125
-.L85 -.Z06 -.24b -.249
-.178 -.Zl4 -.230 -,255
-.LTb -°ZIO -.221 -,237
-.295 -.230 -.ZSl -.259
-°200 -.242 -.Zb9 -.272
-.L99 -.221 -.244 -.262
-.Z_6 -.22L -.24? -,266
-.L_9 -.ZLO -.236 -.23b
-.lgfl -.227 -.254 -.26b
-.16_ -,20L -._22 -.231
-.L?_ -.202 -.226 -.2]1
-.lb5 -.L92 -°20J -.2[8
-.162 -o182 -.189 -.288
-.106 -.LIO -.tL6 -.L20
-.002 .013 .C12 .020
,t69 .167 .17? .L87
• 256 .Z8_ .295 ,30L
.350 .380 .J88 .396
,622 .455 .451 .464
• 44B .SB] .689 .50I
• 440 .474 .670 ,688
• 413 .453 .454 .466
.365 .409 .4[0 .617
.2LJ ,236 .262 .25b
-.0[6 .003 .007 .011
.391 .386 .3fg ,353 .354 .007
.089 .075 .067 .05| .047 ,011
-.Ll9 -.[46 -.L44 -.152 -.I90 .020
-.270 -,261 -.313 -.317 -.337 .030
-.275 -.279 -.300 -.309 -.341 .066
-.Z4B -.275 -.276 -,296 -,302 .068
-.27L -.293 -.300 -.333 -,338 .100
-.28B -.304 -.32B -.338 -.367 .150
-.277 -.287 -.303 -.329 -,346 ,200
-,286 -.284 -.30b -°]L6 -.350 .250
-,25| -.272 -.293 -._06 -.$37 .300
-.288 -.293 -.322 -.345 -.420 ,369
-.Z47 -.26l -.ZTZ -.29| -.32[ .400
-.247 -.254 -.266 -.Z95 -._ZO .450
-.230 -.234 -.265 -.259 -,Z86 .501
-,lg5 -.210 -.218 -.230 -.242 .551
-.118 -.L27 -.L26 -,14i -,I43 .600
.025 .026 .024 .0L4 ,0L5 .650
.190 ,L82 ,194 .188 .182 .700
• 313 .313 .312 .308 .302 ,751
.401 .398 .400 .397 .394 ,80[
.475 .466 .470 °&63 ,463 ,BSZ
• 512 .506 ,507 .498 .500 .901
,501 .501 .4g? .495 .488 .930
.478 .477 .479 .473 +470 .949
,426 .429 ,428 .42L °413 .967
• 262 .262 ,260 .247 .233 .990
• 012 °0|5 .007 -.915 -°056 .998
|l
TABLEII,- SURFACEPRESSUREDISTR1BUTIONSFORSUPERCRITICALAIRFOIL 31 - Continued
(d]a = O.I°
UPPER SURFACE
0.000 l. OlO l,U63 I.LI2 L.135 1.151 L.LbO 1.17[ 1.171 I. L78 Io179 0°000
.00_ -.G97 .020 ,L6_ .275 • 331 .366 .398 .434 .669 ._76 .002
• _11 -.699 -.633 -.6B2 -.36# -.327 -.26] -°216 -.197 -.129 -.ILO .011
.01_ -o707 -.752 -,b23 -.498 -.#64 +°388 -.330 -o]IL -.255 -.225 o015
• UZg -.77| -.815 -.178 -.727 -,6q1 _o60_ -.583 -o544 -.681 -,453 .029
.066 _.706 -.72_ -.731 -°72 I -. 708 -.694 -°666 --,606 -.537 -o509 .044
• U_g -.007 -.b67 -.6d0 -.693 -.660 -663B -.606 -.575 -.543 -.683 .067
._9_ -,621 -.65l -oT0! -.756 -.745 -.735 -.7[5 -.675 -°635 -.597 .098
.16? ".699 -.527 -.605 -.638 -,687 -.71l -.714 -o655 -,637 -.609 ol47
• ig_ -.686 -.SIT -o569 -.593 -.619 -°704 -ob87 -°670 -.641 -°616 .lgg
• _fl -°662 -.492 -.531 -.553 -.560 -.684 -.697 -.b75 ".656 -.640 .Z6B
.dg_ -.450 -.4B5 -°535 -°5_6 -.582 _ -.69_ -.708 -.687 -.668 -.660 .29B
._6d -._35 -.66J -.514 -.550 -.574 -.596 -,699 -.695 -.673 -.664 .34B
°399 -.428 -,653 -.506 -.541 -.573 -°5[4 -.68B -o704 -.698 -.679 o399
• 668 -.4_6 -.66B -._97 -.537 -°563 -,560 -.642 -.69B -°69| -o678 .448
._97 -o410 -.630 -.686 -.518 -°537 -.6[5 -.582 -,710 -.713 -.700 o497
• 5_? -.6L7 -°66L -.695 -.532 -.562 -.637 -.605 -.7_ -.737 -.TZT .547
.59_ -°600 -.&32 -.690 -.529 -.556 -.604 -.b21 -.683 -.728 -.737 ,599
.b48 -.606 -.628 -.680 -.518 -,56l ~.586 -o617 -.b88 -.714 -.733 .64B
•b99 -.612 -°43B -o696 -.533 -.56i ".58B -,620 -°738 -.755 -.751 o699
.750 -.409 -.660 -.697 -.535 -.563 -.627 -.675 -.FSO -.806 -.825 °750
.799 ".613 -.636 -.683 -.508 -.5]0 -.558 -=663 -.56[ -.879 -.8BO .799
._8 -°_[ -.608 -.666 -.668 -.655 -.448 -.627 -,369 -.348 -.342 .S48
,_99 -._JO -.33_ -°342 -°3&O -.330 --°]_5 -._96 --°254 --o_96 --o|9_ .899
.950 -,[?0 -.159 -,L65 -.|23 -°|it -.tO0 -,081 -.012 -,066 -.092 ,950
• ab_ -.101 -.09L -.068 -.051 -.062 -.03l -.023 -.018 -.031 -.065 .q69
• 9_0 -.ObO -.dSd -.026 -.015 -.007 .002 .006 .Oll -.009 -.053 .980
.V89 -,Ugh -.0t_ .002 .016 .022 .028 .029 .026 .006 -.066 .989
.... .00b .015 °025 .032 °032 .060 .D39 .03? .011 -.036 1.000
LQWE_ SURFACE
.007 +557 .529 .536 .530 .507 .501 .698 ._93
•OIL .256 .257 .26_ .26l .22_ .232 .2L7 .Z04
.dZ_ .08_ .06_ .056 .021 .032 .038 .001 .OL2
.050 -.I_26 -.031 _.066 -.I09 -.LIB _.I09 -.156 -.!35
.0_6 -.o66 -.063 -.iOL -°_31 -.132 -.[48 -°|_6 -.166
•Ob_ -.Oil -.080 -.|I0 _.[39 -.[62 +.133 -.161 -.163
.I00 +°[uJ -.II_ -,166 -°160 -.178 _.[75 -.I94 -.202
• L_O -°[20 -.[63 -.161 -.[91 -.20b -°208 -.222 -.231
•200 -.t27 -.LS_ -.L67 -.196 -.197 -o201 -.Z[7 -.224
._50 -.L3_ -.[6_ -.|67 -.195 -.20t _.205 -.231 -.233
• 500 -.|62 -.160 -.163 _.191 -°196 -.[91 -.2|B -.220
.369 -.L65 -.166 -.[8_ -.206 -.2L9 -.225 -.252 -.256
._00 _.I29 -.161 -,|60 -_IB8 -.192 -.206 -°219 -.221
.450 -.138 -.158 -°I73 -.196 -.202 -.206 -.222 -oZZ4
°SJl -.152 -.167 -.!5_ -.182 -°186 -.'89 -.201 -.208
.55_ -.I_6 -.136 -°|SO -.168 -ol73 -.[?| -.t83 -o188
•_00 -._89 -°386 -.079 -°_7 -.L06 -.101 -.107 -°I00
.o50 .0_ .015 .028 .025 ,025 .038 .033 o041
.100 .166 .t58 .181 .185 .190 .202 .I95 .Z04
•751 .250 °260 ,J02 .30J ,31_ .326 .320 ._$£
.801 .337 °J59 °_92 °397 .3_8 °6_0 .607 °408
°852 .6[3 .632 .651 .462 .666 ._86 .670 .481
.901 .6&[ .65? .696 .497 .503 °526 .515 .519
°930 °626 ,65[ .681 .684 .690 .513 .500 .508
.969 .399 .622 .653 ._65 .469 °678 °687 .689
.967 .357 ._TL .612 .468 .618 .631 .43L .637
•9_0 ,196 .212 °263 °269 .251 .27L .261 .Z62




























-.022 -°064 , ,998
v - .....
























































I M=d*60 I M=O-'O I M=0-76 I M=O.T6 ] M=0.77 I M=0.78 I M=0.79 M=0.80 I M=O.B[
UPPER SURFACE
|°009 L.OTB L.IL6 L.L27 1.139 1.138 I.147 L°159 I.L66
-,Zl_ .060 .I14 .Z04 oZ39 .Z6T .Zgg °_46 .379
-°_73 -°634 -.535 -.474 -.619 -.3T9 -.330 -°273 -.Z2B
-.925 -.768 -._58 -._T8 -,547 -.697 -.64| -.384 -.367
-.g60 -Io005 -,902 -.8[3 -.779 -.746 -.689 -°648 -.589
-.866 -.956 -,950 -.B96 -.869 -°8Z9 -°?8Z -.738 -.67[
-,756 -.825 -.8_8 -.805 -°78Z -°77L -.7Z3 -.645 -.610
-.717 -.8Z4 -°88T -.85B -,83_ -.8|2 -,773 -,73T -.694
-.59_ -.648 -.781 -.866 -°867 -.84Z -.8[0 -o77Z -.713
-.566 -,618 -.bO? -.80_ -.BOB -.796 -,T66 -.760 -.693
-,531 -.595 -.618 -°T68 -°TS| -,/92 -,778 -.75_ -.7|7
-.516 -._83 -.660 -°716 -.?TO -°BOB -.781 -,?6B -.?33
-.496 -.553 -.603 -.504 -°732 -_78l -°779 -._59 -.731
-._89 -.54Z -.580 -.593 -.68b -.7?2 -,774 -,763 -.76Z
-,476 -.533 -.571 -°596 -.561 -.76g -.776 -.770 -.75Z
-.662 -.5|5 -.551 -°579 -.SB? -.79Z -.798 -,787 -°TTl
-,665 -°5|g -.56| -.592 -°597 -.617 -.816 -.818 -.798
-,456 -.50Z -.568 -.590 -.616 -.4B4 -.831 -.836 -.819
-.646 -.493 -.53T -.567 -.5Bl -.543 -.B09 -.860 -.868
-.655 -°502 -.566 -.582 -.58b -.604 -,593 -.B64 -°856
-.455 -.505 -._2 -,579 -°609 -.662 -°465 -.890 -,907
-.66Z -,689 -,5[2 -.53Z -°563 -°56_ -._ll -._68 -.66q
-._[3 -°663 -.66? -.454 -°655 -°448 -.4Z6 -,319 -.311
-._65 -.33B -.336 -.3Z6 -.322 -,322 -,295 -.ZZO -.[88
-.[63 -.135 -.[23 -,I[0 -.I06 -.LO? -,OB5 -.065 -,089
-.090 -.063 -.056 -.037 -.035 -°036 -.020 -.OZO -.058
-.050 -.026 -.016 -.0C6 -.000 .000 °013 -.30| -.061
-.014 .006 .013 .02Z ,OZ6 .02? .037 .OZ3 -,039
°OIZ .023 .CZ5 .0_7 .036 ,043 .05Z .031 -.02_
LOWER SURFACE
.651 .65g .62t ,600 .606 .619 .599 °568 .574
o416 .37C .37B .338 .335 .335 .325 .3[3 .284
.19_ .160 .163 ,158 .L41 .133 .I18 .Og_ .0St
.054 .02g .O_l .002 .015 -.005 -.027 -.050 -.069
•008 -.006 -.023 L.066 -.043 -.038 -,061 -.OT5 -.098
.00[ -.012 -°049 -.053 -.061 -°056 -°066 -.072 -.tog
-.051 -,06g -.OB3 -.lOl -.096 -,09? -.I06 -.133 -.153
-°078 -.lO? -.|i9 -.L36 -.LZg -.L39 -°155 -.17l -.|96
-.lOt -.L20 -.134 -,L66 -.136 -.L3? -.147 -o169 -°201
-.1[3 -.124 -o141 -,159 -.i50 -,162 -,170 -.IB4 -,208
-,Log -°12b -.L38 -.156 -.169 -o159 -,160 -,[76 -.205
-.125 -.147 -.169 -.IBO -.188 -.185 -.lq3 -°Z02 -.243
-.ILl -.129 -.15t -,166 -.L55 -.Lbl -.173 -,|9L -.211
-,IZ3 -.164 -.159 -,I?6 -.166 -.L73 -,IT7 -.200 -°Z23
-.LL9 -o136 -,L45 -.163 -.L54 -.i6L -.L60 -.|85 -.195
-°if5 -.13L -°L36 -.165 -.139 -.145 -.156 -.160 -.175
-°066 -°Oh9 -,073 -.08B -.072 -.077 -.077 -.089 -.098
• 035 .038 .048 .043 .049 .055 ,056 .053 o0_0
°174 olg2 .200 .198 .208 ,214 .Zl4 .Z09 .ZOB
od83 ,309 .316 .320 .323 .330 ,336 .335 °320
• 369 .398 .606 .605 .415 .617 ,_5 .420 .615
°630 .468 .474 °472 .6B6 .689 .689 ._gL .483
.668 °500 °506 .506 .522 .52Z .519 .5Z0 .505
•455 ,689 .692 ,499 .SlO .5|2 .510 .513 .505
.435 °662 .472 ,67b .480 .491 ,696 .494 .47B
.38_ ._07 ,420 .420 °660 .640 .666 .435 .6Z2
°ZLB .266 ,252 ,248 .Z63 .2_7 .272 °258 .238
-.018 -.001 .002 -.005 ,O13 .0L3 .Oi? -.001 -°053
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TABLE If SURFACE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS FOR SUPERCRITICAL AIRFOIL 31 Continued

























































• 94b 1,043 loC92 l. Ogq 1.ll4 l.tZ6 1ol32 1.147 0,000
-.4]] -*i[4 .025 .lOb .LI5 .179 .204 .274 .002
-1.085 -.80g -.663 -.56_ -.513 -.46! -.430 -.370 .011
-l. I7_ -.93g -.767 -.673 -.640 -.597 -o535 -•469 o015
-1.i67 -I.L6_ -l*Ol5 -•932 -.881 -.83g -+778 -.TL3 .ozg
-l. OZb -L.Zt5 -l.lOB -l+OlO -.g85 -.g30 -.896 -.809 .064
-.d64 -1.036 -1.059 -._74 -°g31 -•913 -.845 -.774 .069
-.780 -•878 -t. O3g -•962 -og38 -.905 -.848 -.780 .098
-,b6_ -°7|_ -|.014 -.977 -.943 -.glZ -.373 -.g34 .[47
-.b20 -o689 -•904 -.949 -°919 -°898 -o889 -.Big .Lg9
-.585 -.646 -.526 -•glO -.q04 -.894 -.85g -.813 o248
-.563 -.632 -o8[5 -.901 -.907 -.886 -.862 -.8|3 .298
-.53d -._98 -.616 -,886 -.882 -o873 -.846 -.ql6 .348
-.5[g -.576 -•6|3 -.834 -.891 -.883 --.868 -.8_8 o399
-.SOb -.562 -.805 -.47B --.806 -.890 -.864 -.835 .448
-.480 -.5_0 -.574 -.523 -.P6g -.904 -.893 -.560 .497
-.493 -.54L -.587 -.572 -.543 -.908 -.90L -.876 .547
-.479 -.532 -°569 -.585 -.482 -.go7 -.9[6 -.893 °599
-._b7 -.517 -.556 -.572 -°505 -.873 -.937 -.922 .648
-.467 -.520 -.564 -.592 -.558 -.44L -.957 -,941 .699
-,_62 -,51[ -.560 -.595 -.588 -.449 -.902 -.999 °750
-.456 -._93 -.524 -o543 -°539 -°450 -.401 -°483 .Tgg
-.422 -._42 -.45b -.462 -.460 -.393 -.3LL -.303 .848
-.J4_ -.338 -°335 -•333 -.328 -.294 -.226 -.190 .8gg
-.160 -.L32 -.120 -.Lll -.lOg -°Og5 -.075 -.078 .950
-+0_0 -.064 -.05_ -.04! -.037 -.025 -.024 -.055 og&g
-.030 -.026 -.013 -.003 .005 .OIL .003 -.040 .g80
-.017 .003 .010 .028 .034 .039 °022 -,027 .999






























.758 .727 .712 .rib .701 .8g5 .670 .643 .OO7
• 522 °487 .Q64 .444 .461 .429 .4L5 .376 oOl[
• 2gl .274 •256 .246 .239 •2J2 ,2L8 .t9B .020
.lbL oL27 .108 .087 .Og7 .104 .062 .033 .030
.105 .085 °058 .058 •051 .052 .021 -•004 °046
• D6_ •065 °036 °026 .034 .029 .0[9 -.021 °068
+OOg -.005 -.018 -.026 -.037 -°023 -.051 -•071 .[00
-.d45 -°057 -°065 -.073 -.Or2 -.874 -°095 -.L26 •[50
-.054 -.06_ -+CSb -°075 -.084 -°Oq3 -•LOS -.|22 •200
-.Oh8 -.084 -o|12 -.102 -o103 -.108 -.128 -.163 °250
-°079 -°092 -.099 -.lO[ -.107 -.t04 -.126 -.1_2 °300
-.130 -.122 -.12g -°132 -.139 -•137 -.160 -.185 .349
-•08_ -.lO0 -+LL4 -°117 -.L22 -•123 -.L38 -•160 •zOO
-.llO -°llO -°131 +.128 -.130 -.143 -.L45 -.161 °450
-•104 -.108 -.120 -o1L9 -°LI6 -.128 -.144 -.160 °50L
-,097 -.106 -.113 -.L23 -.114 -o114 -.L30 -.L55 .551
-•055 -.O58 -o061 -.056 -.O58 -.O48 -.068 -.085 °600
.U4L .057 .062 .06l ,06g .O67 .06Z °052 .650
.L79 .203 .Z05 .219 .223 .23L °218 .216 .700
.294 ,317 .325 .334 .335 •340 ,338 .326 .751
• 37_ .4O2 .4L3 •422 ,4Zg .433 .427 .425 .801
.44t °4Tl ._86 .490 .497 .50[ .494 .487 °852
.47L °508 .513 °520 .530 .54L .52g •519 °%0|
.4hi .491 ,504 .5L5 ,523 .528 .Sig .507 .g30
.4_ .469 .680 .484 ,497 .496 .492 •4B6 o_9
.379 °41E .424 .431 .638 .467 .438 .424 o96T
• _[4 .240 .245 .268 .275 °278 .268 •236 °g QO
-.020 -.007 -.COB °007 °022 .029 ,002 -.049 o g_8
23
TABLEII - SURFACEPRESSUREDISTRIBUTIONS FORSUPERCRITICALAIRFOIL 31 Continued





























































,5_9 .999 1.051 1.066 L.085 1.095 1.113 L.IL9
-.645 -.254 -.089 -.OG9 .046 .373 .128 .L77
-1.351 -._65 -.765 -•668 -,6L9 -.563 -.5C[ -.445
-1,417 -L.Cg6 -.905 -.810 -.754 -.689 -.6L7 -.558
-1•3_4 -1.287 -1,108 -1.011 -.951 -.907 -.849 -,788
-1.L96 -1.382 -1.208 -1.113 -1.049 -1.000 -.934 -•89[
-,867 -1.289 -1.182 -1.070 -1.013 -.982 -.914 -,862
-,814 -1.209 -[.174 -1.080 -1.042 -.98T -.961 -.866
-.729 -,605 -[.[45 -I.C6g -1.023 -.981 -.934 -•896
-.070 -.Tli -i.ill -1.047 -•999 -.972 -.938 -•898
-.6[7 -,676 -l.048 -L.021 1leO02 --.960 --.936 -.8d4
-°600 -.665 -1.026 -[o014 -.990 -,974 -.931 -.880
-.561 -.629 -,544 -.97[ -.954 -.953 -•91[ -.86L
-,547 -.692 -.5C7 -.980 -.958 -,954 -.909 -.B77
-,525 -.592 -.563 -.963 -.963 -.950 -.910 -.88[
-.5_6 -.566 -.558 -.985 -•984 -.964 -.932 -.901
-.502 -.566 -.586 -.676 -.987 -•97_ -.95[ -.922
-,493 -.54b -.573 -.454 -.995 -,990 -•964 -.942
-.615 -,528 -.556 -*475 -.89T -1.015 -.99[ -,97U
-,479 -.533 -,570 -•510 -,420 -1.037 -[.014 -.991
-.470 -.517 -.555 -.536 -.420 -,544 -L.026 -,911
-,460 -.493 -.521 -.511 -.429 -.378 -.445 -.422
-,42L -.431 -.456 -.448 -.396 -.312 -.3[0 -.301
-.343 -,32"i -.335 -.323 -.29l -.224 -.193 -.208
-.159 -.L32 -.[19 -•114 -.C95 -.075 -.Cq9 -.125
-.Gd5 -.062 -.046 -.038 -.029 -.019 -.048 -•12[
-.346 -._28 -.008 .00[ ,C08 .Oil -.027 -.115
-.010 .CO0 .0|9 .031 .031 ,035 -.018 -.l[6
• 002 .CI2 .032 .251 .056 ,047 -.012 -.096
LONER 5URF&CE
,U2[ .des .792 .790
• 617 .577 ,552 .537
•392 .36? .338 .341
.23L .223 .202 .208
.180 .150 .142 .138
• 132 .IC7 .103 .108
.057 .340 ,055 ,032
• 007 -.GII -.014 -,012
-.012 -.G24 -,020 -.031
-•C39 -.C56 -.047 -.058
-.059 -.060 -,067 -.0_4
-•069 -•094 -.094 -.08B
-.071 -.071 -,082 -.CB6
-,084 -.[Oi -,089 -.0g6
-,OT9 -.094 --.099 -.094
-,018 -.C95 -.088 -o05B
-.C41 -.045 -.03B -.032
.056 .068 ,076 .081
• [05 .202 .218 .236
• 286 .322 .332 .348
,378 .407 .419 .434
.444 .474 .490 .501
.477 .504 .516 .533
.457 .489 ,502 .516
,438 .465 .48[ .493
.37_ .412 .4_3 ,447
,212 .243 ,257 .280
-.017 -•013 .CC2 .016
.768 ,763 .738 .728
• 523 .5[4 .497 .472
• 329 .310 .289 .270
•150 .178 .144 .122
• 120 .li8 .L03 .066
.°89 .086 .055 ._46
.032 .021 .006 -.011
-.014 -,028 -.037 -.071
-,037 -.042 -.065 -.078
-.064 -.070 -.082 -.[04
-.068 -.079 -.096 -.125
-.098 -.I01 -.123 -.153
-.OBl -.091 -.lL3 -.145
-.102 -.Ill -.128 -.165
-.096 -.097 -.120 -.I55
-.090 -.092 -.10S -.149
-.027 -.033 -.053 -.083
.084 .081 .077 .053
,227 .236 .226 .213
.349 .348 .342 .326
•438 .639 .437 •4to
,50l •511 .498 .418
.532 .543 .526 .521
.520 ,529 .513 .500
• 503 ,500 °496 .6_4
.449 .449 .428 .4[4
•279 .280 .250 .204


























































TABLE II.- SURFACE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS FOR SUPERCRITICAL AIRFOIL 31 - Continued
(h)(i = 2.1 °
CP AT -
UPPE_ SURFACE
0.000 .6?0 .19, .953 |.00[ 1.04[ [.055 1.070
•OOZ -|.i53 -.8Z8 -.364 -.|86 -.097 -.071 -.O|l
.Oft -|°TO_ -I.663 -|.[_9 ".gog -.?76 -.716 -.638
.0L5 -I.6_ -Io719 -L.268 -1.016 -.903 -*83? -.?68
• OZ9 "I._42 -Io60? -I.614 -I.219 -[.Cg3 -I.046 -.q&6
.046 -I.28_ -1.470 -L.502 -1.297 -I.187 -I.[69 -!.058
.069 -._66 -t. OOi -I.443 -I°_57 -l°170 -i. IIO -I.0_2
.07_ _.891 -._8I -I._6_ -[.ZSO -[.187 -I°[2_ -I.073
.167 -°76_ -°Y89 -1.318 -1.266 -I.[55 -1.120 -1.042
.199 -.68t -.?2J -.5_7 -L.Z03 -I.132 -I.081 -I.032
.Z4_ -.6_3 -.67_ -.SBO -I°|73 -I. I12 -I.066 -I°026
°_9_ -.59_ -°66_ -.66[ -I.|52 -I.088 -|.061 -I°026
.J_U -.56_ -.601 -°632 -I.[2q -I.C85 -L.069 -1.015
•J99 -.5J8 _°575 -o617 -I.II? -L.075 -_.052 -I.021
._4_ -._Zt -.556 -._02 -.492 -[.069 -I.050 -1.009
._97 _.496 -.530 -°572 -._43 -L°C79 -I.055 -[°026
.567 -.49_ -.52d -°57C -°486 -1.082 -1.063 -I.06Z
• 59_ -.414 -.507 -.555 -.5[2 -[.046 -I°067 -1.052
.6_ -._&? -._94 -.53_ -o511 -.559 -l.OgO -[°063
.699 _.665 -._92 -.535 -.54_ -.620 -Io015 -I.086
°?50 -.4_ -.683 -°5_4 -.567 -.412 -.48T -.683
.79_ -._Z -._61 -°499 -.519 o.4_I -.369 -.412
._ -._01 -._23 -._31 -.653 -.392 -.314 -.304
°89_ -°3_B -.339 -°328 -°343 -°3_2 -.246 -.191
• _0 -°[_b -.158 -°I_5 -.123 -.I05 -°085 -°O&6
.969 -.10G -.089 -.055 -.04? -.030 -.025 -.035
.gSJ -.05? -.051 -°0_2 -.007 .OlO *013 -.01_
• 98_ -.0_6 -.016 .005 .029 °044 .039 -.005































.go& .903 .8BC .859 .85| .822 .806
./15 ._92 .659 .628 .621 .610 .582
.503 ._8b ,_53 .646 .4Z2 ,399 .373
.348 .$29 .3|3 .293 .283 ,257 .221
.259 .Z38 .2Z8 .Zz9 .2o8 .205 ,[?_
._0[ ._95 .LTg .l?_ .169 o166 .L28
.t34 .[27 .[06 .LOI .tO3 .089 .070
._55 o05B .057 .C55 •C6B .021 o015
• 0J6 .021 ,015 .0Z3 .015 ,010 -°018
.005 -.000 -.006 -°00[ -.009 -.025 -.040
-.013 -.OlB -.014 -.03i -.030 -,060 -.O_&
-.033 -.0_5 -.054 -,C52 _.057 -,064 -.083
-.033 -.039 -•046 -,050 -.061 -,05? -.077
-'066 -.058 -.069 -,064 -.C69 m. OlB --.093
-.036 -.062 £'06_ -.(R/3 -.060 -.070 -.0Q1
-.05b -.066 -.066 -.C&3 _.CSg -.069 -.077
-.023 --020 -.023 -.013 -.OO& -.023 -,027
°O&3 ,068 .082 .093 .[Ol .092 .088
.lg3 ._01 ,22[ ,262 .Z44 .Z4l ,Z31
.290 .30| .321 .348 .359 ,353 .356
.373 .385 .6|5 .429 .4_3 .464 .429
._35 •659 .483 .50_ ,51_ ,5[6 .505
.662 °489 .513 ,528 ,543 ,53_ .530
+44Z .665 ._96 ,5k6 .526 ,526 .522
.42_ °461 •663 .49| •507 °502 .4B9
.36& °_88 .4[3 .496 ._56 .650 .435
.200 ._ll .Z6I °271 .286 .280 .256






























TABLE I I.- SURFACE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS FOR SUPERCRITICAL AIRFOIL 31 - Concluded




























































IRO-- I oo I o.14I o I o.-- I o8 I o.
UPPER SURFACE
.5gB .d42 .919 ,967 1.001
-1.140 -.564 -.384 -,257 -.189
-2.093 -1.366 -1.109 -.982 -.878
-2.197 -1.672 -L.224 -l.O?B -.996
-2.282 -1.633 -1.367 -1.269 -1.158
-2.140 -1.?00 -1.432 -1.313 -1.245
-L.059 -1.641 -1.600 -1.292 -L._21
-1.057 -1.638 -1.417 -I,318 -1.250
-.898 -1.585 -1.615 -1.307 -L.242
-.812 -1,530 -1.363 -1.258 -1.210
-.145 -1.682 -1.338 -1.255 -1.190
-.TO? -1.391 -1.317 -1.242 -1.175
-.658 -.466 -1.288 -I. Z20 -1.159
-.620 -.518 -1.188 -1.118 -1.160
-.596 -.564 -1.270 -1.204 -L.162
-.566 -.541 -1.27l -1.204 -1.170
-.554 -.559 -1.271 -1.215 -1.169
-.540 -.556 -.735 -1.224 -1.187
-.511 -*536 -.465 -1.260 -1.201
-.502 -.540 -.401 -.86L -.838
-.685 -.526 -.396 -.489 -.538
-.453 -.508 -.406 -.389 -.432
-.413 -.445 -.379 -.293 -.328
-.315 -.341 -.297 -.214 -.225
-.L4Z -.L3B -.I08 -.07t -.134
-.076 -.058 -.037 -.019 -.093
-.063 -.017 .001 .009 -.088
-.019 .019 .039 .032 -.062
-.DO8 .033 .064 .037 -.055
LO_ER SURFACE
1.003 .965 .955 .938 .923
• 821 .774 .774 .740 .I_L
.650 .60? .572 .559 .b21
.679 .446 .435 ._Ob °378
.379 .371 ,347 .332 .301
.306 o298 .285 .263 .2_I
.2L9 .217 .207 .186 ,180
• 137 .160 .131 .121 .lLO
.LO0 .106 .LO? .092 .079
.064 .0?2 .OTl .054 .045
,037 .045 .049 .038 ,02_
.019 .017 ._08 .002 -.OIZ
.0L7 .013 °014 .005 -.OZ1
-.004 -.001 -.005 -.016 -.040
-.017 -.007 -.001 -.0L8 -.050
-.026 -.026 -,007 -.033 -.066
.012 .022 .027 .016 -,008
.091 .111 .130 .123 .I05
.218 .264 .Z6L .257 .265
• 317 .346 .316 .365 °359
• 406 .439 ,452 .452 .444
.664 .498 ,51g .5L5 o507
.689 .535 .54? .569 .536
°473 .5L4 .529 .523 .516
.650 .488 .506 .506 .484
.387 .632 .4_8 .450 .424
• 213 .262 .289 .279 .228























































































Figure 2.- Chordwise distribution of airfoil surface slopes.
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Figure 3.- Chordwise distribution of airfoil surface curvatures.
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(a) Airfoil mounted in tunnel.
Figure 5.- Apparatus dimensions in terms of chord (c = 63.5 cm (25.0 in.)).
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Figure 6.- Variation of Reynolds number with Mach number.
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Figure 7.- Schematic of wake profiles.
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Figure 8- Comparison of force and moment characteristics of superc_'itical
airfoils 12 and 31.
















(b) M = 0.60.
Figure 8.- Continued.











































(c) M = 0.70.
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(e) M = 0.76.
Figure 8.- Continued.
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(h) M = 0.79.
4
Figure 8.- Continued.
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(k) M = 0.82.
Figure 8.- Concluded.
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Figure 9.- Variation of section drag coefficient with Mach number of supercritical
airfoils 12 and 31 at various normal-force coefficients.
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